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Charlie Cowling, College Archivist







 The academy library was small, 600 volumes in 1853. 

 It included not only books, but “philosophical 
apparatus,” that is scientific laboratory equipment.

 It was small, there was no librarian, and it wasn’t 
organized in a modern style, Dewey hadn’t yet 
invented his “Dewey Decimal System,” but it worked 
for the school of that era.





 The Normal school was bigger than the old academy. 
Its focus was on training teachers for the public 
schools.

 They added two wings to the school, and the library 
went from being a closed back room to being a more 
open space on the second floor in the middle of the 
building.

 For many years it was overseen by one or another 
faculty member as part of their duties.





 Janette Reynolds had been the secretary for the school. As 
the need for more attention to the library grew, she became 
the first formally trained and designated librarian for the 
school in 1894.

 She had attended Melvil Dewey’s new school for library 
science in Albany for several summers prior to this.

 In her time she reorganized the library collection by the 
then new Dewey Decimal System, got Brockport a place as 
a federal government depository, introduced a program of 
library instruction and much more.





















 The building is named after two, unrelated faculty.


 One was Ruth Drake, who was the campus school 
librarian, and the other was Bernard Drake, an 
education professor and administrator.



























 The library of today has certainly changed in many ways from the 
library of 25, 50, or 100 years ago.

 Computers and the internet have changed things tremendously.

 However the library is still a place for the college community to 
come to study, engage in research and work together on projects.

 We still acquire information in book form (some of them ebooks
now,) teach people how to find information, and many of the 
other things our first librarian Janette Reynolds was doing a 
century ago.
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